
 
Am I protected sufficiently? Set intent   - Can I? , May I?, Should I?  
 
Show me where the nearest earth energy line is 
Show me the middle/edges 
Is it positive or negative? 
On a scale 0-10 or 0- -10? 
Is it masculine or feminine? 
Which way is it running? 
Does it have a colour? 
 
Show me where the nearest dragon line is 
Show me the middle/edges 
Show me the outer bands 
Are they Masculine/Feminine which direction are they flowing in?  
Is the main dragon line positive or negative? 
On a scale 0-10 or 0- -10? 
Is it masculine or feminine? 
Which way is the energy running? 
What direction is it heading?  
Does it have a colour? 
 
Show me where the nearest water veins is 
Is it positive or negative ? 
On which scale 0-10 or 0- -10 
How far from the centre can the energy be felt? 
How deep beneath the ground? 
How much detriment is human emotion? 
Which way is it running? 
Does it have a colour? 
Is there a blind spring here? 
Show me where it is 
 
Is there a Ley line/Holy line/spirit line here? 
Show me where it is 
Are there any others here? 
How long is it? 
How many sacred or notable sites do they cross or join? 
Is it positive or negative? 
On a scale 0-10 or 0- -10 
 
Show me where the nearest Energy spiral/drain/chimney is 
Positive or negative  
On which scale 0-10 or 0- -10 



Which direction does it rotate? 
Is it spinning upwards or downwards? 
Is it masculine or feminine?  
Show me where the energy centre is 
Show me where the lines are 
Show me where any other manifestation crosses the line 
 
Show me the most appropriate spot for me to receive healing 
Which direction do I need to face? 
How long to I need to stand here? 
(maybe ask another dowser to check my aura before and after)  
 
Was the construction beneficial to the land? 
Has it helped the land since it was built? 
Are there any earth lines that may affect the site? 
Show me where they are  
Have any lines been attracted to the site since it was built? 
Is it, or will it ever be considered a holy site or scared space? 
Has human intent played any part since construction? 
Has it had an unexpected effect on the land? 
Have any ceremonial or holy pathways been set up since it was built? 
 
 
Counting  
21st century backwards  
Thousands of feet 
Hundreds of feet 
Tens of feet 
 
Elementals  
Earth – gnomes, dwarves, fairies, elves 
Air – spirits and sylphs 
Water -undines 
Fire – salamanders 
 
Sacred spaces – is it a good time for me to visit? 
May I communicate with the guardian of the site? Show me the most appropriate place to 
sit/stand so that I may tune in to the guardian of the site/spirit of the place most effectively.  
 
Is there anything interesting for me to find today? 
Show me 
When was this site first in use? 
Are the stones here for a religious/ceremonial purpose? 
When were they erected? 



Is it in alignment with stars/sun/directions/other significant sites? 
How many people transported the stone or stones? 
Was the site in daily/weekly/monthly/yearly use? 
Who built the site (mankind, aliens/shining ones)? 
What was the busiest time for the site (winter/summer/spring/autumn/equinox, 
longest/shortest)?  
Were the solstices or cross quarter days special times (winter/summer)? 
Did the moon play a part in any of the ceremonies? 

 
How many stones circles were here originally? 
Did man add to these over the years? 
Are the stones producing an electric/magnetic field? 
Are they communicating with each other? 
Does the energy field fluctuate during the day/night? 
How heavy is the stone? 
Is there anyone or anything buried beneath it? 
 
Does water play a part in energising the circles/standing stone? 
Are there energy lines running through the circle? 
Is there a special stone to stand behind/hug today? 
Can I do any healing on the site or space today? 
Was the circle built for earth healing purposes? 
Was the circle built for any other healing purpose? 
Are there different energy bands running up the stones? 
Can I measure a stones aura/chakras?  
Is there a male or female aspect to the site? 
If so show me where. 

 
Did sacrifice play a part here? 
If so, was this part of the original purpose? 
How many different uses has the circle had? 
Are there any pictograms here for me to find? 
If so, please show me where  
 
Cairns/Cists/Quoits? 
Was this used for burial /cremation? 
Significant person in the community Priest/Priestess/Shaman/Elder? 
How many people/burial/cremation? 
What time period? 
Are there any earth energy lines, Spirals/blind springs present here?   
Is it built on a directional alignment?   
 
 



 
 
 


